
ARB Lawns and Gardens-Lawn Cutting & Garden Maintenance-Newton

How to Make a Lush Lawn

As a homeowner, a well
maintained lawn is your pride.
There more to just watering the
plants, shrubs and grasses in the
garden to make it look good.
When it comes to lawn cutting,
there are essential maintenance
needs for your grass.

Although every yard is different from all other yards, the lawn cutting guides for them all
generally is the same. Here are some practical tips to make a good plan in undertaking Lawn
Cutting.

Blade Height
Set your blade at the mid level height. If the grass was trimmed too low it will make them
scorch under the sun. It you leave the grass too long, it will be more difficult to cut on your
next mowing.

Create a Pattern
You need to incorporate pattern to know you have covered all areas of the garden. The best
pattern is in straight rows to achieve evenly trimmed rows with no spots left behind

Keep an Eye on the Catching Bag
Remember to check the clipping bag of your mower so it doesn’t get full. Grass clumps may
fall back to mowed rows and the part where the clumps fell may die.

Right Timing is the Key to Lawn Cutting
You do not want to waste your time and effort, materials and money so know when to
adequately mow your low. The best time to Lawn Cutting and mowing your grass is when
the day is fine and dry.

To know more about professional Lawn Cutting and Garden Maintenance
services call ARB Lawns and Gardens at 0402 405 726 and book your

appointment!
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